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The weaker domestic currency, coupled with higher Chicago grains and oilseed prices led to 

widespread gains in the South African agricultural commodity markets this week. The notable 

improvements were on sunflower seed and soybeans with the spot price up by 5% and 3%, 

respectively, compared to the previous week. The maize prices were up by 1% from last week, whilst 

the wheat price gained a mere 0.1%. The calendar for the week ahead is fairly light with only weekly 

grain trade and deliveries data due for release. The weather will dominate the market as the planting 

season progress. The outlook at the moment is favourable. Apart from this, the fruit and vegetable 

prices were volatile throughout the week with daily stock levels underpinning the market.  

Maize market  
 
The weather will remain a primary focus in the domestic maize market until February 2018 when the crop passes 

the pollination stage of development. The next two weeks should bring rainfall across the maize belt, which bodes 

well for the new season as it will improve soil moisture. With that said, the anticipated delays in planting might be 

an issue for the eastern parts of the maize-belt as the optimal planting window narrows in that particular region1.    

Last week’s maize exports were disappointing, recorded at 16 062 tonnes of maize, well below the previous week’s 

exports of 63 326 tonnes. This placed the country’s 2017/18 marketing season’s total maize export volume at 1.5 

million tonnes, which equates to 68% of the season’s export forecast of 2.2 million tonnes. About 66% of the 

exported 1.5 million tonnes is yellow maize, with 34% being white maize. Overall, white maize spot price averaged 

R2 014 per tonne this week, up by 1% from the previous week. Yellow maize spot price averaged R2 109 per tonne, 

also up by 1% from last week (Chart 1). Chicago maize price was up by 1%, averaging US$158 per tonne (Chart 2). 

Chart 1: South African maize prices                                                              Chart 2: US maize prices and ZAR/USD exchange 
Source: JSE, Agbiz Research                                                                                                              Source: IGC, Bloomberg, and Agbiz Research    

                                                 
1 Farmers intend to plant 2.47 million hectares of maize in 2017/18 production season, down by 6% from the previous season. 
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Wheat market  
 

The past weekend’s light showers slowed the winter wheat harvest process in the Southern Cape and Overberg 

regions of the Western Cape province. In areas that have already harvested, the yields are reportedly below average. 

Fortunately, the quality of the crop is fair. The progress in harvest activity is confirmed by the incoming producer 

deliveries. About 54 718 tonnes of wheat was brought into commercial silos in the week ending 03 November 2017. 

This placed the country’s producer deliveries for “week 1 to 5” of the 2017/18 marketing season at 127 032 tonnes. 

Looking ahead, the harvest process could again be delayed within the next eight days due to expected rainfall in 

some parts of the Western Cape province. However, the positive side of the story is that the forecast rainfall might 

slightly improve dam levels which are critically low. The update for the week ending 06 November 2017 shows that 

dams averaged 36%, down by 1% from the previous week and 23% lower than the corresponding period last year. 

South Africa’s wheat production is estimated at 1.66 million tonnes, which is 13% lower than the 2016/17 production 

season. This decline is mainly attributed to the Western Cape province, whereas other provinces which are 

predominantly under irrigation are expected to receive fairly good yields, particularly the Free State, Northern Cape 

and Limpopo. The National Crop Estimate Committee will release an update of the production estimates on the 

28th of November 2017. 

In terms of trade, South Africa imported 82 712 tonnes of wheat in the week ending 03 November (Chart 4). About 

41% was from Lithuania, 35% from the US and the balance from Romania and Ukraine. This placed this season’s 

wheat imports at 393 947 tonnes, which equates to 22% of the seasonal import forecast of 1.8 million tonnes2. 

There are no new developments on the wheat import tariff front3. The tariff rate currently at R909.99 per tonne.  

From a pricing perspective, the domestic wheat spot price was marginally up by 0.1% from the previous week, 

averaging R4 196 per tonne. This was due to the weaker domestic currency and higher international prices. The 

Chicago wheat price was up by 4%, from the previous week, averaging US$222 per tonne (Chart 3).  

Chart 3: South Africa and US wheat prices                                     Chart 4: South Africa’s monthly wheat imports                                                          
Source: JSE, IGC, and Agbiz Research                                                                          Source: SAGIS and Agbiz Research  
                                                 
2 This is under the assumption that domestic production will reach 1.66 million tonnes. Therefore, in the event that production 

declines further, the import estimate of 1.80 million tonnes could be revised upwards. 
3 The wheat import tariff has triggered to R716.33 per tonne. The timeframe for adjustments is unclear. 
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Soybean market 

There is optimism regarding the 2017/18 soybean production. The short-term weather forecast presents a possibility 

of rainfall across the country within the next two weeks, which should replenish soil moisture and subsequently 

benefit the crop. Moreover, the forecast for the medium to long term is also positive with expectations of rainfall 

between November 2017 and February 2018. In terms of plantings, farmers intend to increase the area to 720 000 

hectares, which is a largest on record.  The expansion will mainly be in the Free State and Mpumalanga provinces.  

Although the aforementioned factors are largely bearish, the market showed good performance this week. The 

support emanated from strong commercial buying, the weaker Rand against the US Dollar, as well as higher 

Chicago soybean prices. The spot price up by 3% from the previous week, averaging R4 951 per tonne. The Chicago 

soybean price gained 1% from the previous week, averaging US$380 per tonne (Chart 5).  

The global environment also saw a number of developments this week, with the most notable one being the 

improvements in South America’s weather forecast, particularly in Brazil. This could improve soil moisture and 

subsequently benefit the new season crop. As a result, some industry groups such as Aboive have already started 

to revise their production estimated up from last month, in anticipation of relatively higher yields.  

Sunflower seed market 

After experiencing notable losses in the past few weeks, the sunflower seed market recovered with support also 

coming from a weaker domestic currency and commercial buying. The spot price was up by 5% from the previous 

week, averaging R4 642 per tonne (Chart 6).  

Apart from this, the fundamentals in the market remain largely bearish. The weather outlook paints a picture of 

good rainfall throughout the summer season, which is conducive for the 2017/18 sunflower seed production. 

Farmers are also optimistic, as reflected in the intension-to-plant data4.  

The international markets also experienced good performance with the EU’s sunflower seed spot price up by 1% 

from the previous week, averaging US$384 per tonne (Chart 6). Overall, the sunflower seed harvest process is 

underway in the northern hemisphere. The 2017/18 global crop is estimated at 49 million tonnes, down 2% y/y.    

Chart 5: Soybean prices                                                                      Chart 6: Sunflower seed prices 
Source: JSE, IGC, and Agbiz Research                                                                            Source: JSE, IGC, and Agbiz Research     

                                                 
4 South African farmers intend to increase the area plantings by 5% from the 2016/17 production season to 665 500 hectares. 
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Beef market 

 
It was again a quiet week in the SAFEX beef market with prices unchanged from the previous week, averaging 

R46.00 per kilogram due to thinly traded volumes. This suggests that the SAFEX beef carcass prices might differ 

from the physical market, which continues to show solid activity and higher traded volumes. 

The data from the Red Meat Levy Admin shows that farmers slaughtered 209 322 head of cattle in September 2017, 

down by 12% from the previous month, and the corresponding period last year (Chart 7). This implies that the 

uptick in August 2017 slaughtering activity was somewhat a temporary blip. We will closely monitor the data in the 

next few months in order to determine the impact on prices. 

Fruit market 

The fruit market saw widespread gains this week due to commercial buying interest. The prices of apples and 

bananas were up by 5% and 4% respectively this week, averaging R7.52 and R7.69 per kilogram (Chart 8). Moreover, 

the relatively lower stock of 242 000 tonnes of apples and 241 000 tonnes of bananas also added support to the 

market. 

The price of oranges was up by 6% from the previous week, averaging R6.56 per kilogram. This was on the back of 

lower stocks of 32 000 tonnes, down by 23% from the previous day.   

Chart 7: Monthly cattle slaughtering activity               Chart 8: Apple and Banana prices  
Source: Red Meat Levy Admin, Agbiz Research                                                             Source:  Johannesburg Fresh Produce Market, Agbiz Research                
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Potato market 

The South African potato market ended the week in negative territory, with the price up by 6% from Thursday last 

week, closing at R35.36 per pocket (10kg bag). This was partially on the back of large stock of 1.10 million 

pockets/10kg bags (Chart 9).  

Chart 9: South Africa’s average potato prices and stocks 

Source: Potato SA 

 

Weather conditions ahead of the weekend 

Large parts of the country should receive widespread rainfall of between 25 and 80 millimetres within the next eight 

days. This is with the exception of the western parts of the North West and Northern Cape provinces, which might 

remain dry and cool throughout this period (Chart 10).  

The long-term weather forecast paints a picture of light showers across the north-eastern parts of South Africa. 

Meanwhile, other provinces could remain dry and cool, which is supportive of planting activity in summer crop 

growing areas and harvest process in winter crop growing areas (Chart 11).  

Chart 10: Next 8-days precipitation forecast                                                 Chart 11: Next 16-days precipitation forecast 
Source: wxmaps                                                                                                 Source: wxmaps 
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Chart 12: Precipitation forecast 
Source: wxmaps                   
                                                                 

Key data releases in the South African agricultural market 
 
 SAGIS weekly grain trade data: 14/11/2017 

 SAGIS producer deliveries data: 15/11/2017 

 National Crop Estimate Committee’s data: 28/11/2017 

 

  
 

Disclaimer: 

Everything has been done to ensure the accuracy of this information, however, Agbiz takes no responsibility for 

any losses or damage incurred due to the usage of this information. 


